
I Intro. (Rev. 21:15-27) 

 In our second presentation on the new 

Jerusalem, we find that first we have the 

dimensions of the city (21:15-17). Then we have 

the various materials used in the construction of 

the city (21:18-21). As the abode of the redeemed, 

God is their temple and their light by which they 

will walk (21:22-27). 

 

II The New Jerusalem (Part II) (Rev. 21:15-27) 

 A. The dimensions of the city (21:15-17) 

  1. (vs. 15) The angel (vs. 9) came 

equipped to take measurements: “And the one who 

spoke with me had a gold measuring rod to 

measure the city, and its gates and its wall” 

(Kai; oJ lalw'n [“of pers…speak…The pers. to 

whom or with whom one is speaking is mentioned 

in various ways…speak to or with someone…by 

metav and the 

gen.”
1
] met! ejmou' ei\cen mevtron [“as an 

instrument for measuring…of linear measure”
2
; 

“to measure…is used…of space, number, value, 

etc”
3
] kavlamon [“Old word for a growing reed 

(Matt. 11:7) which grew in immense brakes in the 

Jordan valley”
4
; “a rod {possibly a reed} used for 

measuring - ‘measuring rod.’…‘the one who 

spoke to me had a gold measuring stick to measure 

the city’ Re 21.15. There is no indication as to the 

particular length of kavlamo", but it could have 

been as much as two meters {about seven feet}, 

since this would not have been an unusual length 

for a reed. The equivalent of kavlamo" may be 

simply ‘a measuring stick’ or ‘a stick with which 

to count the distance.’”
5
; “a measuring reed or 

rod”
6
] crusou'n [“The rod of gold was in keeping 

with the dignity of the service of 

God”
7
] i{na metrhvsh/ [“that which is used for 

measuring, a measure…of a graduated rod or rule 

for measuring…literally”
8
; “used 

symbolically…for the measuring of the temple and 
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the city”
9
] th;n povlin [“of the heavenly city, the 

New Jerusalem”
10

] kai; tou;" pulw'na" [“gate, 
esp. of the large gate at the entrance of temples 

and palaces…Of the gates of the heavenly 

Jerusalem”
11

] aujth'" kai; to; tei'co" aujth'"). 
 That this is not some mere figure, but 

rather a real city seems clear enough from the fact 

that “the one who spoke with,” John, namely, the 

angel of Rev. 21:9, came equipped with the proper 

tool, “a gold measuring rod (kavlamon ‘Old word 

for a growing reed…which grew in immense 

brakes in the Jordan valley’
12

),” which he intended 

to employ “to measure (metrhvsh/) the city 

(povlin),” including both “its gates (pulw'na") and 

its wall (tei'co").” The fact that the rod was 

“gold,” “was in keeping with the dignity of the 

service of God,”
13

 as was the case with many 

things in the book of Revelation (Rev. 1:12, 13, 

20; 2:1; 3:18; 4:4; 5:8; 8:3; 9:13; 14:14; 15:6, 7; 

21:18, 21), but not all things (9:7, 20; 17:4; 18:12, 

16). 

  2. (vs. 16) Very possibly, the city is 

a cube: “And the city is laid out as a square, and 

its length is as great as the width; and he measured 

the city with the rod, fifteen hundred miles; its 

length and width and height are equal” 

(kai; hJ povli" tetravgwno" [“pertaining to having 

four equal sides and four right angles - 

‘square.’…‘the city was square’”
14

; “{four} -

square of a city…the city is laid out as a 

square…Shaped like a cube…Perh. Rv 

21:16…has this sense”
15

; “four–cornered {from 

tetra, see above, and goµnia, a corner, or 

angle}”
16

] kei'tai [“lie, recline…lit…of 

things…is laid out as a square”
17

; “to be laid, to 

lie, used as the Passive Voice of titheµmi, to 

lay…of the Heavenly 

City”
18

] kai; to; mh'ko" [“the measurement of 

length - ‘length.’…‘and the length of it was as 
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much as the breadth’”
19

; “length in our lit. only of 

space…W. breadth”
20

; “length, from the same root 

as makros, long”
21

] aujth'" o{son [“as great, how 
great; as far, how far; as long, how long; as 

much, how much…of space and time…its length is 

as great as its breadth”
22

; “how much, how many, 

is used in the neuter plural to signify how great 

things…’as great as,’ R.V. {A.V., ‘as large as,’ 

said of length}”
23

] ªkai;º to; plavto" [“the 

measurement of width - ‘width, breadth.’…‘its 

length was as great as its breadth’ or ‘it was as 

long as it was wide’”
24

; “breadth, width…lit.,”
25

; 

“denotes breadth”
26

] kai; ejmevtrhsen [“to 

determine the measurement of something - ‘to 

measure.’…‘and he measured the city’”
27

; 

“measure…take the dimensions of, measure…lit., 

w. acc. of the thing…also by ejpiv and the 

gen.”
28

] th;n povlin tw'/ kalavmw/ [“a measuring 

reed or rod”
29

] ejpi; [“a degree extending to a 

particular point as marked by the context - ‘to the 

point of, to the extent of, to the degree that, up 

to.’…‘and he measured the city with the reed to 

the extent of twelve thousand stadia’”
30

; “with the 

accusative…of place…lit…across, over w. motion 

implied…across twelve thousand 

stades”
31

] stadivwn [“stade, stadium…stade as a 

measure of distance…=600 Greek {625 Roman; c. 

607 English} feet=185 meters.”
32

; “denotes…a 

stadium, i.e., a measure of length, 600 Greek feet, 

or one–eighth of a Roman mile”
33

] dwvdeka [“in 

various details relating to the Heavenly 

Jerusalem…The number in general is regarded as 

suggestive of Divine 
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administration.”
34

] ciliavdwn to; mh'ko" [“length 
in our lit. only of space…w. breadth and 

height”
35

] kai; to; plavto" kai; to; u{yo" [“the 

measurement of height - ‘height.’…‘and the height 

of it was the same’”
36

; “height…lit…as a 

dimension…W. other dimensions”
37

; “a summit, 

top, is translated ‘height’…of the measurement of 

the Heavenly Jerusalem.”
38

; “signifying height, is 

rendered…‘height’”
39

] aujth'" i[sa [“pertaining to 

that which is equal, either in number, size, quality, 

or characteristics - ‘equal, equivalent, 

same.’…‘the length and breadth and height of it 

are the same’”
40

; “equal in number, size, 

quality”
41

; “In Rev. 21:16 the three equal sides of 

the heavenly city, especially as three times twelve 

thousand, denote perfection. While cubes occur in 

antiquity {cf. the cubic tower of Marduk in 

Babylon and the cubic shape of the holy of holies 

in the temple}, the idea is probably that the new 

Jerusalem fills both heaven and earth.”
42

; “it is a 

perfect cube like the Holy of Holies in Solomon’s 

temple {I Kings 6:19f.}.”
43

] ejstivn). 
 Here we have the simple dimensions of 

this immense city. First we are told that “the city,” 

the new Jerusalem (vs. 10), “is laid out as a square 

(tetravgwno"),” which naturally means that, “its 

length (mh'ko") is as great as the width (plavto").” 
Now we learn just how long these sides are 

because the angel “measured (ejmevtrhsen) the city 

with the rod” and found it to be “fifteen hundred 

miles (stadivwn dwvdeka ciliavdwn),” or 12,000 

stadia. A “stadia” was “a measure of distance”
44

 

equal to “c. 607 English feet”
45

 or “185 meters,”
46

 

and therefore perhaps closer to 1,379.5 miles. This 

is commonly rounded out to 1,500 miles as here. 

Then the most stunning revelation follows, namely 
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that the city’s “length and width and height (u{yo") 
are equal (i[sa).” “It is a perfect cube like the Holy 

of Holies in Solomon’s temple (I Kings 6:19f.),”
47

 

assuming that it is not a pyramid. Assuming the 

accuracy of the 1,500 mile number, then clearly 

we are considering a cube with a total capacity of 

3,375,000,000 cubic miles. That is a capacity ten 

times greater than enough to hold all the waters in 

the oceans and seas on earth. The city of 

Jacksonville, FL, the city with the largest area of 

any in the US, has just under 4,000,000,000 sg. ft. 

in which one could place almost the entire 

population of the world at present. That being the 

case, one could well imagine that this city has 

enough capacity for all the people who have ever 

lived in all of human history. 

  3. (vs. 17) The walls were also 

measured: “And he measured its wall, seventy-two 

yards, according to human measurements, which 

are also angelic measurements” 

(kai; ejmevtrhsen [“measure…take the dimensions 
of, measure…lit…The measure arrived at is 

expressed by the gen. of quality…he measured the 

wall {and it was} 144 cubits”
48

; “that which is 

used for measuring, a measure…of a graduated 

rod or rule for 

measuring…literally”
49

] to; tei'co" [“wall, esp. 

city wall”
50

] aujth'" eJkato;n [“an indeclinable 

numeral, denotes a hundred…followed by other 

numerals”
51

] tesseravkonta tessavrwn phcw'n [“
gen. pl. phcw'n…orig. forearm, then cubit or ell as 

a measure of length {about 18 inches, or .462 of a 

meter…}”
52

; “denotes the fore–arm, i.e., the part 

between the hand and the elbow–joint; hence, a 

measure of length, not from the wrist to the elbow, 

but from the tip of the middle finger to the elbow 

joint, i.e., about a foot and a half, or a little less 

than two feet”
53

] mevtron [“a unit of measurement, 

either of length or volume - ‘measure.’…‘the unit 

of measurement used by a person, that is, by an 
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angel’”
54

; “as an instrument for measuring…of 

linear measure…a human measure, used also by 

angels”
55

; “to measure…is used…of space, 

number, value, etc.”
56

] ajnqrwvpou [“human being, 
man…gener…as a class”

57
] o{ ejstin ajggevlou). 

 The angel then got busy and “measured” 

the “wall” and found that it was “seventy-two 

yards 

(eJkato;n tesseravkonta tessavrwn phcw'n)” or as 

the KJV puts it, a “hundred and forty and four 

cubits,” literally, “forearms,” which was thought to 

be equal to about eighteen inches. That would 

make a wall of 216 ft. in height, or perhaps it is 

that “thick,”
58

 or 72 yards as the NASB puts it. 

That is certainly not much compared to the total 

height of the city, but when compared to walls 

around ancient cities, it is moderate. When 

considering the thickness of ancient walls of cities, 

it is likewise moderate by comparison, if indeed 

thickness is in view. The wall symbolizes security, 

whether height or thickness is the issue. The new 

Jerusalem is absolutely secure, especially in light 

of the fact that there are no enemies. 

 B. The various materials used in the 

construction of the city (21:18-21). 

  1. (vs. 18) That the city was 

beautiful almost beyond words seems evident from 

the description: “And the material of the wall was 

jasper; and the city was pure gold, like clear glass” 

(kai; hJ ejndwvmhsi" [“that on which a structure is 

built - ‘foundation.’…‘the foundation of its wall 

was made of jasper’…A number of scholars, 

however, prefer to understand ejndwvmhsi" in this 

context as the material of which the wall was 

made, rather than to the foundation of the wall”
59

; 

“material used in the construction of buildings - 

‘building material.’…‘the material of its wall was 

jasper’”
60

; “interior structure, prob.=construction, 

hence material; perh. foundation”
61

; “a thing built, 

structure {en, in, doµmaoµ, to build}, is used of the 
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wall of the heavenly city…{some suggest that the 

word means a fabric; others, a roofing or coping; 

these interpretations are questionable; the probable 

significance is a building}.”
62

; “apparently from 

ejndomew…to build in, and so the fact of building 

in. The wall had jasper…built into 

it.”
63

] tou' teivcou" aujth'" i[aspi" [“old word 

{Persian}, used for stones of different colors, one 

opaque like opal, one translucent…one a red or 

yellow stone {Is. 54:12}. Some even take it for the 

diamond. Certainly not our cheap modern 

jasper.”
64

; “jasper, a precious stone found in 

various colors, mostly reddish, somet. 

green…brown, blue, yellow, and white. In 

antiquity the name was not limited to the variety of 

quartz now called jasper, but could designate any 

opaque precious 

stone.”
65

] kai; hJ povli" crusivon [“gold as a metal 

of great value…pure gold”
66

; “of the metal in 

general…metaphorically”
67

] kaqaro;n [“clean, 
pure…lit., in the physical sense…Of metals…pure 

gold”
68

; “free from impure admixture, without 

blemish, spotless, is used…physically”
69

; 

“Physical Cleanness. This sense is present in 

passages that follow the traditional view that what 

is physically clean is adapted for cultic {Heb. 

10:22} or ritual {Mt. 23:26} or respectful {Mt. 

27:59} use. Closest to Judaism are the statements 

about the new Jerusalem in Revelation”
70

; “pure, 

as being cleansed”
71

] o{moion [“of the same 

nature, like, similar…w. dat. of the pers. or thing 

compared…similar in appearance to 

jasper”
72

] uJavlw/ [“Pure glass {uJalw/ kaqarw/…}. 

Associative instrumental case after 

oJmoion…uJalo"…{apparently from uJei…it rains, 

and so raindrop}”
73

; “‘glass’ {it is also possible 

that u{alo" should be interpreted as 
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‘crystal’…}…‘pure glass’…the emphasis is upon 

the transparency of the glass.”
74

; “glass, crystal”
75

; 

“primarily denoted anything transparent, e.g., a 

transparent stone or gem, hence, a lens of crystal, a 

glass”
76

] kaqarw'/ [“clean, pure…lit., in the 

physical sense…clear crystal”
77

]). 

 We have two general impressions from the 

apostle John here, one regarding the “wall” and 

one regarding the “city.” The “wall” was “jasper 

(i[aspi"),” which was from an “old word 

(Persian), used for stones of different 

colors…Certainly not our cheap modern jasper.”
78

 

It was “found in various colors, mostly reddish, 

somet. green…brown, blue, yellow, and white. In 

antiquity the name was not limited to the variety of 

quartz now called jasper, but could designate any 

opaque precious stone.”
79

 Then we discover that 

John’s overall impression of the “city was” that it 

was “pure (kaqaro;n) gold (crusivon),” but unique 

gold in that it was “like clear (kaqarw'/) glass 

(uJavlw/).” The words translated “pure” and “clear” 

are the same word (kaqarov") in Greek. The word 

“glass,” possibly also translatable as “crystal”
80

 

comes from the Greek word, uJavlw/, which is 

related to Greek verb for “to rain (uJei81
)” and so 

“raindrop”
82

 with its crystal clarity is in the 

background. 

  2. (vs. 19) Here we have the 

material of those foundation stones of vs. 14 on 

which were inscribed the twelve names of the 

twelve apostles: “The foundation stones of the city 

wall were adorned with every kind of precious 

stone. The first foundation stone was jasper; the 

second, sapphire; the third, chalcedony; the fourth, 

emerald” (oiJ qemevlioi [“lit…foundation 

stone”
83

] tou' teivcou" th'" povlew" panti; livqw/ [
“stone…lit…of precious stones, jewels…Mostly in 

the combination…and mentioned beside gold, 
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silver, or even pearls”
84

; “metaphorically, of…the 

adornment of the foundations of the wall of the 

spiritual and heavenly Jerusalem”
85

; “valuable 

stones and hard substances, especially gems and 

jewels - ‘precious stone, gem.’…Precious stones 

are often distinguished on the basis of cost, 

appearance, or function, for example, ‘stones that 

cost much’ or ‘stones that are beautiful’ or ‘stones 

that are worn for decoration.’…A number of 

precious and semiprecious stones…are mentioned 

in one NT passage, namely, Re 21.19-21, and 

though there are certain differences of opinion 

among scholars as to the precise reference of 

certain of these terms, there is more or less general 

agreement as to the color of the stones in 

question.”
86

; “‘With every precious stone.’ The list 

of the twelve stones in verses 19 and 20 has no 

necessary mystical meaning. ‘The writer is simply 

trying to convey the impression of a radiant and 

superb structure’ {Moffatt}.”
87

] timivw/ [“valuable, 
precious…of things…costly, precious”

88
; “from 

timeµ, honour, price, signifies…primarily, 

accounted as of great price, precious, costly”
89

; “of 

costly stones, in a metaphorical sense {A.V., 

‘precious’}.”
90

] kekosmhmevnoi [“adorn, 
decorate…lit…of things ti; someth.”91

; “primarily 

to arrange, to put in order {Eng., cosmetic}…to 

adorn, to ornament, as of 

garnishing…buildings”
92

] oJ qemevlio" [“the 

adjectival noun ho themeŒlios means ‘basic stone’ 

or ‘foundation’…The use may be literal for the 

foundation of a house, tower, or 

city”
93

] oJ prw'to" [“first of several, but also when 

only two persons or things are involved…of 

number or 

sequence”
94

] i[aspi" oJ deuvtero" [“second…of a 

series”
95

] savpfiro" [“the sapphire, a blue, 
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transparent precious stone {though the ancients 

prob. understood the sa. to be the lapis lazuli}”
96

; 

“{R.V., marg., 'lapis lazuli'} as the second of the 

foundations of the wall of the heavenly 

Jerusalem…The sapphire has various shades of 

blue, and ranks next in hardness to the 

diamond.”
97

] oJ trivto" [“third…used as adj…The 

noun is supplied fr. the 

context”
98

] calkhdwvn [“possibly a green silicate 

of copper from near Chalcedon”
99

; “the 

chalcedony, a precious stone…The stones 

designated by this term in modern times {agate, 

onyx, carnelian, etc.} are known by other names in 

ancient writers. On the other hand Pliny…calls a 

kind of emerald and of jasper Chalcedonian. It is 

uncertain what is meant by the term in Rv.”
100

; 

“the name of a gem, including several varieties, 

one of which resembles a cornelian, is ‘supposed 

to denote a green silicate of copper found in the 

mines near 

Chalcedon’”
101

] oJ tevtarto" smavragdo" [“emera
ld, a bright green transparent precious stone”

102
; 

“is a transparent stone of a light green colour”
103

; 

“emerald {smaragdo"…} here only in N.T…and 

like it a green stone”
104

]). 

 “Although interpreters are uncertain about 

the exact identification and color of each stone 

mentioned, the following will give an 

approximation: jasper = green; sapphire = sky 

blue; chalcedony = green copper silicate; emerald 

= greenest of all stones.”
105

 

  3. (vs. 20) More precious stones 

follow in the list: “the fifth, sardonyx; the sixth, 

sardius; the seventh, chrysolite; the eighth, beryl; 

the ninth, topaz; the tenth, chrysoprase; the 

eleventh, jacinth; the twelfth, amethyst” 

(oJ pevmpto" sardovnux [“the sardonyx, a precious 

stone, a variety of agate”
106

; “a name which 
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indicates the formation of the gem, a layer of sard, 

and a layer of onyx, marked by the red of the sard 

and the white of the onyx. It was used among the 

Romans both for cameos and for signets. It forms 

the fifth foundation of the wall of the heavenly 

Jerusalem”
107

; “Sardonyx {sardonux…}, here 

only in N.T., white with layers of red, from 

sardion {red carnelian} and onyx 

{white}”
108

] oJ e{kto" [“of the sixth precious 

stone, the sardius, in the foundations of the wall of 

the heavenly Jerusalem”
109

] savrdion [“The 

carnelian or other red stone, derived from Sardis 

{Pliny}.”
110

; “carnelian, sard {ius}, a reddish 

precious stone”
111

; “denotes the sardian stone. 

Sardius is the word in the best texts in Rev. 4:3 

{R.V., ‘a sardius’}, where it formed part of the 

symbolic appearance of the Lord on His Throne, 

setting forth His glory and majesty in view of the 

judgment to follow. There are two special 

varieties, one a yellowish brown, the other a 

transparent red {like a cornelian}. The beauty of 

the stone, its transparent brilliance, the high polish 

of which it is susceptible, made it a favourite 

among the ancients. It forms the sixth foundation 

of the wall of the heavenly 

Jerusalem”
112

] oJ e{bdomo" crusovliqo" [“chrysolit

e {crusoliqo"…}, here only in N.T. {Ex. 28:20}, 

stone of a golden colour like our topaz or amber or 

a yellow beryl or golden jasper”
113

; 

“chrysolite…the ancients…applied the term to the 

yellow topaz.”
114

; “lit., a gold stone {chrusos, 
gold, lithos, a stone}, is the name of a precious 

stone of a gold colour, now called a 

topaz”
115

] oJ o[gdoo" [“eighth {connected with the 

preceding}”
116

] bhvrullo" [“beryl {bhrullo"…}, 

again here only in N.T. {Ex. 28:20}, note the 

difficulty of identification, much like the emerald 

according to Pliny”
117

; “beryl, semiprecious stone 
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of sea-green color”
118

; “beryl, is a precious stone 

of a sea–green colour”
119

] oJ e[nato" [“ninth in a 

series involving either time, space, or set - 

‘ninth.’…‘the ninth, topaz’”
120

; “to the topaz as 

the ninth foundation of the city wall in the 

symbolic vision”
121

] topavzion [“topaz 

{topazion…}, here only in N.T. {Ex. 28:17}, a 

golden-greenish stolle”
122

; “topaz, a bright yellow, 

more or less transparent precious stone, in ancient 

times oft. made into seals and gems; though perh. 

it is the more valuable golden-yellow chrysolith 

that is meant”
123

; “the ninth of the foundation 

stones of the wall of the Heavenly Jerusalem; the 

stone is of a yellow colour (though there are 

topazes of other colours) and is almost as hard as 

the diamond. It has the power of double refraction, 

and when heated or rubbed becomes 

electric.”
124

] oJ devkato" [“tenth…as an ordinal 

number”
125

] crusovpraso" [“chrysoprase 

{chrusoprasos}, here only in N.T. {not in LXX}, 

in colour like a teek, translucent golden-green”
126

; 

“chrysoprase…an apple-green, fine-grained 

hornstone (variety of quartz), colored by nickel 

oxide and highly translucent.”
127

; “{from chrusos, 
gold, and prasos, a leek}, is a precious stone like a 

leek in colour, a translucent, golden green. Pliny 

reckons it among the 

beryls.”
128

] oJ eJndevkato" uJavkinqo" [“jacinth 

{uJakinqo"…}, of the colour of the hyacinth, a 

violet colour {Pliny}, already in 9:17 like blue 

smoke, like achates in LXX”
129

; “the jacinth or 

hyacinth…a precious stone Rv 21:20, perh. blue in 

color, someth. like the sapphire”
130

; “primarily 

denoted a hyacinth, probably the dark blue iris; 

then, a precious stone, most likely the 
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sapphire”
131

] oJ dwdevkato" [“twelfth in a series 

involving either time, space, or set - 

‘twelfth.’…‘the twelfth, 

amethyst’”
132

] ajmevqusto" [“amethyst 

{ajmequsto"…}, only here in N.T. {Ex. 28:19}, of 

a violet and purple colour, more brilliant than the 

uJakinqo"”133
; “primarily meaning ‘not drunken’ 

{a, negative, and methu, wine}, became used as a 

noun, being regarded as possessing a remedial 

virtue against drunkenness. Pliny, however, says 

that the reason for its name lay in the fact that in 

colour it nearly approached that of wine, but did 

not actually do so”
134

]). 

 Then follows other foundation stones: 

“sardonyx = white; sardius = blood red; chrysolite 

= gold; beryl = sea green; topaz = transparent 

greenish-gold; chrysoprase = yellow-green; jacinth 

= violet; amethyst = blue or purple.”
135

 “Swete 

sums up the colours thus: blue (sapphire, jacinth, 

amethyst), green (jasper, chalcedony, emerald, 

beryl, topaz, chrysoprase), red (sardonyx, sardius), 

yellow (chrysolite). But even so there is great 

variety in hue and brilliancy and in the reaction on 

each other.”
136

  

 Although these stones are described in 

metaphorical terms in that John is describing them 

in words, concepts and ideas with which he 

himself was familiar, the stones are nonetheless 

very likely real stones. So a stone may be 

described as an “emerald” for example, being 

similar to an earthly emerald in appearance, but in 

reality was far beyond that mere earthly stone to 

the point of absolute and completely flawless 

perfection in its gemology. 

  4. (vs. 21) Now we come to the 

gates of the city: “And the twelve gates were 

twelve pearls; each one of the gates was a single 

pearl. And the street of the city was pure gold, like 

transparent glass” 

(kai; oiJ dwvdeka pulw'ne" [“gate, esp. of the large 

gate at the entrance of temples and palaces…Of 

the gates of the heavenly 
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Jerusalem”
137

] dwvdeka margari'tai [“a smooth, 

rounded concretion formed within the shells of 

certain mollusks and valued as a gem because of 

its lustrous color - ‘pearl’…‘the twelve gates were 

twelve pearls’”
138

; “pearl…lit…Of the pearls that 

serve as gates for the heavenly city”
139

; “a pearl 

{Eng., Margaret}, occurs in Matt. 7:6 

{proverbially and figuratively}”
140

; “Pearls are 

usually regarded as precious stones in antiquity. 

They come from the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, 

and the Indian Ocean. They are brought into the 

west through Alexander’s conquests, and are used 

for necklaces and other ornaments. The word for 

pearl becomes a figure of speech for what is of 

supreme worth. The word margaréŒteµs does not 

occur in the LXX, but Judaism uses ‘pearl’ 

figuratively for a valuable saying. Thus a series of 

biblical verses is compared to a string of pearls. 

Eschatology refers to great pearls that serve as 

gates for the celestial city. The NT has the 

term…for the twelve gates of the new 

Jerusalem”
141

] ajna; [“Distributive use of 

ajna…but with the nominative {used as adverb, 

not preposition} rather than the accusative {as a 

preposition}”
142

; “aj. has become fixed as an 

adverb”
143

] ei|" [“Special 

combinations…ajna; ei|" e{kasto" each 

one”
144

] e{kasto" [“subst. each one, every 

one…every single one”
145

; “each or every, is used 

of any number separately…as a distributive 

pronoun, e.g…Prefixed by the preposition ana, 
apiece {a colloquialism}, it is used, with stress on 

the individuality, in Rev. 21:21, of the gates of the 

heavenly city, ‘each one of the several,’ 

R.V.”
146

] tw'n pulwvnwn h\n ejx [“from, out of, 

away from…to denote origin, cause, motive, 

reason…of the material out of which someth. is 

made…of, 
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from”
147

] eJno;" margarivtou kai; hJ platei'a [“{re
ally the fem. of platuv", w. oJdov" to be supplied…} 

wide road, 

street”
148

] th'" povlew" crusivon kaqaro;n [“Physi
cal Cleanness. This sense is present in passages 

that follow the traditional view that what is 

physically clean is adapted for cultic {Heb. 10:22} 

or ritual {Mt. 23:26} or respectful {Mt. 27:59} 

use. Closest to Judaism are the statements about 

the new Jerusalem in 

Revelation”
149

] wJ" u{alo" [“a very hard, 

translucent, and usually transparent type of quartz 

- ‘crystal.’…‘the street of the city was made of 

pure gold, as transparent as crystal’ Re 21.21. 

Some scholars, however, interpret u{alo" in Re 

21.21 as ‘glass’”
150

; “‘glass’ {it is also possible 

that u{alo" should be interpreted as 

‘crystal’…}…‘pure glass’…the emphasis is upon 

the transparency of the glass.”
151

; “glass, 

crystal”
152

] diaughv" [“Old word {from 

dia…through, aujgh…ray, shining through}, here 

alone in N.T.”
153

; “pertaining to possessing such 

physical properties as can be seen through - 

‘transparent.’…‘pure gold, transparent as 

glass’”
154

; “transparent, pure”
155

; “translucent, 

transparent”
156

]). 

Now we come to “the twelve gates” of the 

city, which were in appearance as “twelve pearls.” 

Amazingly we are told that “each one of the gates 

was a single pearl.” Now most of us are aware that 

a natural pearl (margarivth" Eng., “Margaret”) is 

“a smooth, rounded concretion formed within the 

shells of certain mollusks and valued as a gem 

because of its lustrous color.”
157

 Similarly the 

dictionary says that it is, “A smooth, lustrous, 

variously colored deposit, chiefly calcium 

carbonate, formed around a grain of sand or other 

foreign matter in the shells of certain mollusks and 
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154Louw, Johannes P. and Nida, Eugene A., Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament based on Semantic 

Domains, (New York: United Bible Societies) 1988, 1989. 

155Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

156Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

157Louw, Johannes P. and Nida, Eugene A., Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament based on Semantic 

Domains, (New York: United Bible Societies) 1988, 1989. 

valued as a gem.”
158

 Now obviously there are no 

known mollusks of a magnitude large enough to 

form a gigantic pearl, which could be fashioned 

into what is probably a very “large gate,”
159

 twelve 

in number, in the walls of the “heavenly 

Jerusalem.”
160

 So this again is figurative language. 

The gates looked like single pearls. They may very 

well be identical with pearls in content, though 

perfect in this case, as God has the wherewithal to 

do just that. 

This one description of the heavenly 

Jerusalem might be more commonly known than 

any other, though normally were hear of it as 

streets, plural, of gold. The original has the 

singular, “the street of the city was pure gold, like 

transparent glass.” Perhaps this referred to “all the 

streets since all would be connected.”
161

 There 

may be a prepicturing of this in the OT, where we 

learn that, “Old Testament priests who ministered 

in Solomon’s temple walked on a gold floor.”
162

 

With reference to Solomon’s temple, 1Kg. 6:30 

says, “And he overlaid the floor of the house with 

gold, inner and outer sanctuaries.” 

 C. In the new Jerusalem, the believers’ 

temple and light is God (21:22-27). 

  1. (vs. 22) Apparently John looked 

around, but failed to detect a temple in the city: 

“And I saw no temple in it, for the Lord God, the 

Almighty, and the Lamb, are its temple” 

(Kai; nao;n [“temple…lit…of the heavenly 

sanctuary…of Rv…Yet there will be no temple in 

the New Jerusalem”
163

; “In the new Jerusalem 

there is no temple, for God himself is the temple 

{21:22}. The point is that God is now present in 

person.”
164

] oujk ei\don ejn aujth'/ oJ ga;r kuvrio" [“l
ord, Lord, master…in religious usage…as a 

designation of God…God, the {our} Lord, the 

Almighty”
165

] oJ qeo;" oJ pantokravtwr [“the 

Almighty, All-Powerful, Omnipotent {One} only 
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Inc. All rights reserved. 
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164Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 
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of God”
166

] nao;" [“temple…lit…of the heavenly 

sanctuary…of Rv…God himself is the sanctuary 

of the eternal city”
167

; “a shrine or sanctuary, was 

used…in apostolic teaching, metaphorically…of 

the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb, as the 

Temple of the New and Heavenly 

Jerusalem”
168

] aujth'" ejstin kai; to; ajrnivon [“she
ep, lamb; in Rv a designation of Christ”

169
]). 

 Here we learn that there is no “temple 

(nao;n)” in the new Jerusalem, that is, there is no 

separate structure in the city, which is seen to be 

the dwelling place of God, where men could meet 

with God as it were, which is exactly what the 

temple was on earth in the OT. Instead of such a 

place where men could go to be with God, He 

Himself so permeates the place that “the Lord 

God, the Almighty, and the Lamb, are its temple.” 

So wherever man is, there God is also. This is just 

as we read in Rev. 21:3b, “Behold, the tabernacle 

of God is among men, and He shall dwell among 

them, and they shall be His people, and God 

Himself shall be among them.” 

  2. (vs. 23) There will be no light 

source other than God Himself and the Lamb: 

“And the city has no need of the sun or of the 

moon to shine upon it, for the glory of God has 

illumined it, and its lamp is the Lamb” 

(kai; hJ povli" [“city, city-state…of the heavenly 

city, the New Jerusalem”
170

] ouj creivan [“need, 
necessity…there is need of someth., someth. is 

needed…{have} need {of} someone or 

someth.”
171

] e[cei tou' hJlivou [“the 
sun”

172
] oujde; [“negative conjunction…and not, 

nor joins neg. sentences or clauses to others of the 

same kind.”
173

] th'" selhvnh" [“from selas, 
brightness”

174
] i{na faivnwsin [“act., in our lit. 

only intr. shine, give light, be bright…Sun and 

moon”
175

; “to cause to appear, denotes, in the 
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Active Voice, to give light, shine”
176

; “In the NT 

the active occurs only intransitively, e.g., the 

shining…of the sun and 

moon”
177

] aujth'/ hJ ga;r dovxa [“brightness, 
splendor, radiance…lit…Esp. God himself”

178
; 

“as the Divine Mode of Being. While the term can 

denote ‘reputation’ or ‘power,’ its main use in the 

NT is shaped by the OT; it thus becomes a biblical 

term rather than a Greek one. While individual 

nuances may embrace divine honor, splendor, 

power, or radiance, what is always expressed is the 

divine mode of being, although with varying stress 

on the element of visible 

manifestation”
179

] tou' qeou' ejfwvtisen [“trans…li

t. give light to, light {up}, illuminate”
180

; 

“transitively…to illumine, to light, enlighten, to be 

lightened”
181

] aujthvn kai; oJ luvcno" [“lamp…fig

…Of the heavenly Jerusalem”
182

; “metaphorically, 

of Christ as the Lamb”
183

] aujth'" to; ajrnivon [“is 
a diminutive in form, but the diminutive force is 

not to be pressed…The general tendency in the 

vernacular was to use nouns in Ðion freely, apart 

from their diminutive significance. It is used only 

by the Apostle John…elsewhere, in the singular, 

in the Apocalypse, some 28 times, of Christ as the 

Lamb of God, the symbolism having reference to 

His character and His vicarious Sacrifice, as the 

basis both of redemption and of Divine vengeance. 

He is seen in the position of sovereign glory and 

honour…the luminary of the heavenly and eternal 

city”
184

; “the Lamb himself is the lamp of the 

heavenly city”
185

]). 

 There will be “no need of the sun or of the 

moon to shine upon” (or stars either more than 

likely) the city as a light source separate from but 

created by the Lord, “for the glory (dovxa)” of God 

has illumined (ejfwvtisen) it, and its lamp (luvcno") 
is the Lamb.” “God illuminated the camp of Israel 

with His presence in the pillar of fire, and He lit 
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the holy of holies with His presence between the 

cherubim. He will similarly dispel all darkness of 

all kinds in the new city.”
186

 

 Implicit here is the concept that where the 

presence of the Lord is, there is light. Were it not 

for His presence there would be literal darkness, 

except for His created lights from which we 

presently benefit daily. As we just saw, those light 

will be completely unnecessary there. 

  3. (vs. 24) Here we learn about 

those who are the beneficiaries of the light and 

about those who bring their glory into it: “And the 

nations shall walk by its light, and the kings of the 

earth shall bring their glory into it” 

(kai; peripathvsousin [“go about, walk 

around…lit…gener. walk, go…walk in the 

light”
187

; “figurative use”
188

] ta; e[qnh dia; [“w. 

gen…of place: through…w. verbs of going…walk 

about through or in the 

light”
189

] tou' fwto;" [“Light fr. a supernatural 

source…the heavenly 

city”
190

] aujth'" kai; oiJ basilei'" th'" gh'" fevrou
sin [“bring {on}, produce…a thing…bring {to}, 

fetch ti; someth.”191
; “The kings will ‘bring’ their 

glory in Rev. 21:24 and offer it to God and the 

Lamb.”
192

] th;n dovxan [“magnificence, splendor, 
anything that catches the eye…of royal splendor 

gener.”
193

] aujtw'n eij" aujthvn). 
 Basically there are three categories of 

believers mentioned as dwelling in the city. In this 

verse as well as in vs. 26, we have “the nations.” 

We have already seen the names of the tribes of 

OT Israel (vs. 12), and representatives of the 

church, namely the apostles (vs. 14). So apparently 

all the saints of all the ages will live there together 

forever. This does not rule out a dwelling place for 

everyone on the new earth as well of course. 

 The idea that “the kings of the earth shall 

bring their glory into it” is interesting. Obviously 

these are believing kings, or they would not be in 

the new Jerusalem. Their glory is derived from 
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their faithful service to God. This glory will be 

theirs forever with which to exalt God forever. 

There may well be tens of thousands of them, for 

victorious saints from the church age will be co-

regents and/or co-kings with Jesus throughout the 

millennial reign of Jesus Christ on the earth in 

person (2Tm. 2:12). You could be one! 

  4. (vs. 25) Access to the city will be 

constant because there is no night there: “And in 

the daytime (for there shall be no night there) its 

gates shall never be closed” 

(kai; oiJ pulw'ne" [“gate…Of the gates of the 

heavenly 

Jerusalem”
194

] aujth'" ouj mh; kleisqw'sin [“shut, 
lock, bar…lit…the gates {of the heavenly 

Jerusalem; cf. Is 60:11}”
195

; “of things 

material…figuratively”
196

] hJmevra" [“day…of the 

natural day, the period betw. the rising and setting 

of the sun…lit…But also, as in class. wr., of time 

within which someth. occurs, hJmevra" during the 
day”

197
; “Genitive of Time {within which or 

during which}”
198

] nu;x [“Since darkness is 

sinister, Revelation associates the darkening of the 

stars with judgment {8:12}, and declares that there 

will be no darkness in the end-

time”
199

] ga;r oujk e[stai ejkei'). 
 In the new Jerusalem, “daytime” will be 

the permanent state of things, “for there shall be 

no night there.” This would seem to be expected in 

light of the fact that God Himself and the Lamb in 

more or less unveiled glory provide the light. 

There is no sun to go down and no moon to come 

up. Night time does not exist, and I for one like 

that! Moreover, “its gates shall never be closed.” 

In ancient times, city gates were closed at night to 

prevent a surreptitious attack by an enemy. Here 

there will be no enemy and no night. So the gates 

will be left open to allow free passage at all 

“times,” (if one can think in such terms). 

  4. (vs. 26) This concept is similar 

to vs. 24: “and they shall bring the glory and the 

honor of the nations into it” 
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(kai; oi[sousin [“bring {on}, produce…a 

thing…bring {to}, fetch ti; 
someth.”

200
] th;n dovxan [“magnificence, 

splendor…of royal splendor 

gener.”
201

] kai; th;n timh;n [“honor, 
reverence…pass. the respect that one enjoys, 

honor as a possession…An outstanding feature of 

the use of ti., as already shown in several 

passages, is its combination w. dovxa…of earthly 

possessions”
202

; “primarily a valuing, hence, 

objectively…honour, esteem…of the festive 

honour to be possessed by nations, and brought 

into the Holy City, the Heavenly Jerusalem,”
203

; 

“With doŒxa, timeµ� denotes earthly 

goods”
204

] tw'n ejqnw'n eij" aujthvn). 
 The antecedent of “they” is the term 

“kings” of vs. 24b. Not only are these kings going 

to bring their own glory into the city, but they will 

also “bring the glory and the honor,” two terms 

likely representative of the rewards of the 

believers “of the nations” over which they ruled 

“into it.” To some extent this might apply to the 

time before the tribulation, but perhaps the 

emphasis is upon millions of believers coming out 

of the millennium into the new Jerusalem. Part of 

the reason for this is the fact that men will have 

“glory and” “honor” to bring into the new 

Jerusalem who did not rule on earth as kings. It is 

difficult to imagine how they might have that to 

contribute, while not ever having been kings 

themselves if indeed they came out of the church 

age. 

  5. (vs. 27) The new Jerusalem to 

exclusively the home of those who have life: “and 

nothing unclean and no one who practices 

abomination and lying, shall ever come into it, but 

only those whose names are written in the Lamb’s 

book of life” (kai; ouj mh; [“a double negative, 

strongly expressing a negation, is translated ‘in no 

wise’”
205

] eijsevlqh/ eij" aujth;n pa'n [“adj., used w. 

a noun…w. the noun in the sing. without the 

art…emphasizing the individual members of the 
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class denoted by the noun every, each, any, 

scarcely different in mng. fr. the pl. ‘all’…not a 

thing, nothing”
206

] koino;n [“of that which comes 

into contact w. anything and everything, and is 

therefore common, ordinary, profane…Of that 

which is ceremonially impure”
207

; 

“denotes…ordinary, belonging to the generality, as 

distinct from what is peculiar to the few…of 

everything unfit for the holy city”
208

; 

“profane”
209

] kai; ªoJº poiw'n [“active…do, 

make…do, keep, carry out, practice, commit...do, 

commit, be guilty of sins and 

vices”
210

] bdevlugma [“that which is utterly 

detestable and abhorrent - ‘what is detestable, 

what is abhorrent.’…‘and anyone who does what 

is abhorrent and false’”
211

; “abomination, 

detestable thing…as in the OT…practice 

abomination and deceit”
212

; “denotes an object of 

disgust, an abomination…entrance is forbidden 

into the Holy City on the part of the unclean, or 

one who ‘maketh an abomination and a lie.’”
213

; 

“The basic stem means ‘to cause abhorrence’ and 

the group is often used for an improper or 

shameless attitude. bdelyŒssomai in the middle 

passive with the accusative means ‘to abhor’ or ‘to 

censure’ and is common in the LXX; in the active 

it means ‘to make abhorrent’ and in the perfect 

passive ‘to be abhorrent.’ bdeŒlygma denotes a 

subject of abhorrence…Pagan abominations are 

obviously at issue”
214

] kai; yeu'do" [“lie, 
falsehood, in our lit, predom. w. ref. to relig. 

matters. Gener…practice {the things that go with} 

falsehood {in the relig. sense}”
215

; “lying receives 

emphasis as the last of the things excluded from 

the eschatological 

city”
216

] eij mh; oiJ gegrammevnoi [“w. ref. to the 

content…write down, record…of the book of 
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life”
217

] ejn tw'/ biblivw/ [“The bibléŒon teµ�s zoµeµ�s in 

Rev. 13:8; 17:8; 20:12; 21:27, as well as the 

béŒblos teµ�s zoµeµ�s…is based on the OT truth that the 

righteous are written in God’s book…God’s 

eternal purpose lies behind his reconciling work; 

hence the names are written from the foundation 

of the world…Abomination and falsehood are to 

be shunned”
218

] th'" zwh'" [“of the supernatural 

life belonging to God and Christ, which the 

believers will receive in the future, but which they 

also enjoy here and now…The discussion now 

turns naturally to the life of the believers, which 

proceeds fr. God and Christ…used of life in the 

blessed period of final consummation…The 

references to future glory include the foll. 

concepts”
219

] tou' ajrnivou [“sheep, lamb; in Rv a 

designation of Christ”
220

]). 

 There are only two categories of people 

here, the lost and the saved. The saved are those of 

course, “whose names are written in the Lamb’s 

book of life,” as we have seen before (Rev. 3:5; 

13:8; 17:8; 20:12, 15). The lost are described in 

terms that represent the totality of their being, 

“unclean,” “practices abomination and lying.” We 

know that believers have also done such things, 

but those are representative of who they are. On 

the other hand, they do represent what unbelievers 

are. Consequently, these are not permitted in the 

city, but will rather be in torment. 

 

III Conc. 

 A vast, incomparable, and ineffable city 

awaits believers from all the ages of the earth. The 

materials of its construction are described in terms 

which are only common to the rich and to jewelers 

in our present world. What we wear for cosmetic 

reasons now merely correspond to terms used to 

describe construction materials then. Nevertheless 

the key feature of the city will not be its material, 

but its inhabitants, namely, God, the Lamb, and 

His people enjoying wonderful fellowship forever. 

Get ready! 
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